A novel model has been developed for the analysis and the evaluation of average vehicle emissions in a real driving cycle (emission factors) from data in an emission data base. The model assumes that emission variation can be explained by parameters determined from dynamic vehicle equation and by the frequency of acceleration events at different speed. Because the number of resulting X-variables is large, and variables are correlated, a regression method based on principal components, the Partial Least Squares (PLS) method actually, has been adopted. In this paper, model potentiality is illustrated by an application to a case study taken from the data base built within the UE V Framework Project ARTEMIS. Data are relative to tests performed under hot conditions with a sample of EURO III 1.4-2.0 l gasoline passenger cars. A set of real driving cycles was utilized as representative of urban, rural and motorway operating conditions detected in different European countries. Results for PLS model fit are good for CO2, less than sufficient for CO, HC and NOX; this last result, mostly due to data spread out, is analyzed in the paper by estimating the percentage vehicle's effect.
INTRODUCTION
Average emission factor models commonly used, like COPERT III developed in Europe [1] , as well MOBILE6
[2] and EMFAC [3] models developed in the United States, are based solely on the average trip speed to predict emissions. They are intended to evaluate emission inventory of a large road network, where average speeds are generally obtained by traffic assignment models. These macro-scale models cannot differentiate emission rates of trips with the same average speed but with different speed profile, thus they are not sensitive to variations of vehicle's instantaneous speed and acceleration, which have a strong effect on emissions and fuel consumption [4] .
The average emission factor model proposed in this paper attempts to improve the sensitivity of macro-scale emission factor models including acceleration related terms in the regression equation. The model is intended to predict the average emission factor relative to a driving cycle (DC), considering the emission data base collected within the UE V Framework Project "Assessment and reliability of transport emission models and inventory systems" (ARTEMIS) [5] . Emission data are relative to a collection of vehicles of different fuel, technology, homologation, and size, tested on a consistent scenario of real driving cycles. To explain the resulting emission variability, a hierarchical statistical approach has been adopted to analyze and predict the pattern of various emissions as a function of the composite set of parameters used to characterize a driving cycle [6] .
METHODOLOGY
The aim of research is to develop a statistical model based on emission measurements and concepts of mechanisms of emission production. A first multidimensional model was developed considering kinematic parameters generally used to characterize a driving cycle and the PLS regression method applied to build the prediction model [7] . Further study suggested to improve the statistical modeling approach by a deepened analysis of emission production mechanisms and of characteristics of emission measures [6] . The novel model presented here considers two potential sources of emission variation: the change of total exhaust mass produced in a driving cycle, the change of the distribution of the frequency of acceleration events at different speeds.
Consequently, a first block of parameters was identified considering that exhaust mass is proportional to fuel consumption, which in turn can be obtained by the integral of instantaneous power spent by vehicle in the driving cycle. Starting by the dynamic vehicle equation, it can be shown that exhaust mass is a function of running mean speed (MV), mean of square speed (MV2), mean of cube speed (MV3), running time (T_RUNNING), mean of instantaneous values of product (a(t)•v(t)) when v(t)>0 and a(t)>0 (M_VA_POS). Moreover, idling time (T_IDLE), considers the emission production during idling time, and the reciprocal of driving cycle length (INVDIST) takes into account that unit emission mass (calculated as emission mass in a test divided DC's distance and expressed in g/km) is to be predicted.
Acceleration events are considered in the model by the joint empirical distribution of second by second instantaneous speed/acceleration {v(t),a(t)} of driving cycle. Hence, the second block of X-variables is obtained by the (cumulated) frequency of {v(t),a(t)} in each of forty two cells obtained considering the intersection of six speed classes and seven acceleration classes. Because frequencies are compositional data, to avoid bias in the estimates, they have to be centered respect to geometric mean and then log-transformed, they are indicated as FS_V20a1, FS_V20a2,…, FS_V101a7 [8] .
Because emissions have positive values with not small coefficient of variations, and result generally distributed as a log-normal distribution, a log-transform is applied to emission data. Thus the following regression equations are defined for the two blocks of variables and for each response Y (CO, CO2, HC, NOX expressed in g/km):
where random noise ε is assumed to be a random
Considering the number of X-variables, the most of which are correlated, it is convenient to utilize a regression method based on principal components (PC), which are latent variables function of original variables and orthogonal each other. In particular, the sparse matrix of data and the presence of missing values suggested to apply the Partial Least Square method and the NIPALS algorithm to estimate the regression model. Moreover, because response variables Y's may be correlated, a multivariate response Y (whose components are CO, CO2, HC, NOX) was considered and a multivariate PLS method applied [9, 10] 
where c and w* are y-loadings and x-weights respectively. The number (k) of principal components t k to be retained in the model fit is determined by cross validation method [9, 10] . 
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

DRIVING CYCLES
Emission data are relative to measurements performed under stabilized hot conditions, with driving cycles determined in the framework of the Artemis project and called ARTEMIS URBAN, ROAD and MOTORWAY, specifically each driving cycle is divided into sub-cycles and sub-cycle emission quantity is computed by the integral of instantaneous emission record over sub-cycle duration. The method of determination and detailed characteristics of driving cycles are reported in [12] . In the remainder a sub-cycle will be named as a driving cycle (DC). Then, emission data will refer to the following sub-cycles: Artemis -Motorway (4 sub-cycles Motor 1-4), Artemis -Rural (5 sub-cycles Rural 1-5), ArtemisUrban ( 5 sub-cycles Urban 1-5). Each emission observation is the quantity related to each sub-cycle in the data base for a specific vehicle.
FLEET SELECTION
The case study refers to data of ARTEMIS data-base relative to a sample of Euro III homologation passenger cars with engine displacement in the range 1.4-2.0 l, all of them equipped with a three way catalyst. 
RESULTS
A hierarchical PLS model was calculated, which implied to build the basemodel1 (exhaust mass model MG, the basemodel2 (speed/acc. distribution model MVA) and then the supermodel (topmodel MT).
Results of model fit to data are reported in this paragraph. PLS estimates and diagrams were obtained by using Simca P © and SAS System© software. To make a comparison with a classical multiple regression approach, based solely on average speed, a multiple regression model (GLM) based on quadratic polynomial equation of sub-cycle overall mean speed was fitted to same data set. GLM goodness of fit resulted much poorer than PLS ones, as one can see in table 5, especially for CO and HC.
0.636331
0.168392 Table 5 : GLM Summary Y overview.
PLS predicted quantities as lnY were retransformed in original scale to get emission factors, taking into account the retransformation bias [13] Figures 1-4 report observed data (gray dot), PLS (blue rectangle) and GLM (red diamond) predicted data of emissions versus cycle mean speed. In particular, one can observe the large spread out of experimental data used to fit the regression model, the trend detected by the GLM model for the specific DC (blue continuous curve) and the predicted values obtained by the PLS model (red broken curve). Overall trend of PLS and GLM agreed, PLS predicted values follow the sharp-toothed pattern of emissions versus average speed, being capable to take into account the peculiar effect of each driving cycle, explained by other variables besides average speed. Thus in some cases predicted values can be different for DC's having similar average speed. Moreover, log-predicted values, when retransformed, tend to geometrical mean of observations, which is less influenced by extreme observed values than arithmetical mean, to which GLM predicted values tend. This is better outlined for CO2 (figure 2), where emission variance due to driving cycle effect (and explained by model) is relevant respect to residual variance. Different patterns result for different emissions: CO2 and NOx show a decreasing trend with average speed, from urban to motorway DC's, CO shows an opposite trend, while HC shows quite a symmetric trend with minimum values for intermediate speed (rural DC's). Results of models can be analyzed in the terms of principal components and variables, to show the model capability into explaining emission trends, irrespectively of goodness of fit, dependent on the particular case study. In the figure 5 , where the coefficients of top model are reported, the relative weight of block principal components can be recognized for each emission. It results that for CO, CO2 and NOX the first two components are more important, whereas for HC the second PC is the most important one. The two blocks have similar weights in the model for this case study. Relations between emissions and block 2 X-variables (speed/acceleration distribution) can be recognized in figure 8 , where w*,c diagram of model MVA is reported. The plot of first two principal components (t1,t2) estimated by MVA is shown in figure 9 . 
VEHICLE EFFECT
The analysis of results has shown that for CO, HC and NOX emission variability explained by regression model is very low. This is well represented in the figure 10 , where lnCO observed data are reported respect to values predicted by MG. The variance explained by the model is only about 21% of total variance. In the figure it is evident the large variation of emission data corresponding to the value predicted by model for each driving cycle. The spread out of data can be mostly explained by the peculiar effect of each individual vehicle on emission. This is the summation of the effects of physical parameters like vehicle weight, engine displacement and max power, of (sometime hidden) technological characteristics like electronic control strategy of engine and exhausts gas treatment system, typical for a vehicle model, plus obviously the effect of the status of specific individual related to production variability and mileage.
Thus, a question arises in the prediction of emission factors about which sample of vehicles and emission data should be considered as representative of the specific class, in this case of EUROIII 1.4-2,0 l gasoline passenger cars. The answer is a specific matter and is above the limits of present paper. However, a useful information to achieve in this analysis is the weight that each vehicle's effect has respect to the overall mean. 0,573228 0,501927 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A novel average emission model has been developed which can consider the effect of transient modes on emissions. To improve predictability and analysis of results a hierarchical multi block approach was utilized. The application of model to a case study has illustrated the potentiality of the approach. In this case study the vehicle effect is more relevant than driving cycle effect for CO, HC and NOX. Thus a not good fit to data results, both for PLS and average speed model, whereas for CO2 fit is good. This result is explained in the paper by the individual vehicle's effect, whose percentage impact on different emissions general mean is estimated.. This kind of analysis should be considered when emission factors are calculated by large data bases, considering the fact that vehicle composition of data bases generally do not reflect the on road fleet composition, which obviously is varying for different geographic areas.
